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POSITIVE SIGNS EXIST, BUT THE TWO-YEAR
OUTLOOK FOR THE MARITIME INDUSTRY
REMAINS HAZY
While a healthy U.S. economy and several positive
trends bode well, volatility with shipping volumes
and lingering questions over regulatory concerns
leave the industry’s two-year economic forecast
somewhat unclear.
John Crowley, president of the National Association
of Waterfront Employers, and Matt Paxton, president
of the Shipbuilders Council of America, offered their
outlook at a recent meeting of the ALMA Member
Advisory Council.
Both say the domestic economic outlook comes as
welcomed news for employers overall.

With operations in all 50 states,
110,000 direct jobs and an
estimated $37 billion economic
impact, the shipbuilding industry
alone remains a major part of
U.S. job growth.
Based on predictions for U.S. gross domestic
product, the key economic measure, the nation’s
economy is expected to grow by a respectable 3
to 3.5 percent through 2019. That should keep
consumer spending healthy, along with demand for
buying — and shipping — consumer products.

STRONG EMPLOYMENT
With operations in all 50 states, 110,000 direct jobs
and an estimated $37 billion economic impact, the
shipbuilding industry alone remains a major part of
U.S. job growth.
“Every shipyard job generates 2.6 other jobs out
there, so that’s roughly 400,000 just from our
industry alone. We have an impact on our economy,”
Paxton says.
“Our guys are highly hirable. If a shipyard has to let
people go, those guys don’t wait around. They get hired
into construction services, as electricians, as plumbers.”
But that also creates a double-edged sword. Paxton
says shipyards often are unable to ramp up quickly.
“We’re kind of one of those fragile manufacturing
sectors in that if we don’t maintain our industrial
base, it’ll go away.”
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NEW SHIP CONSTRUCTION
The outlook for new ship construction is somewhat
mixed as well. Globally, the world fleet order book
hovered around 7 percent throughout 2017, though
the rate fell later in the year to the 3 percent level.
The military and government sector, which accounts
for about 70 percent of new construction, could be
poised for major growth. But the outlook for the
commercial side is a real question mark.
Optimism for military construction stems from the
Trump administration’s stated intention to build the
U.S. Navy fleet, possibly by as many as 75 new vessels.
Burgeoning interest in unmanned vessels could be
a growth opportunity as well, Paxton says, along
with replacing academy training ships and science
vessels like large icebreakers.
On the commercial side, construction growth has
been slower as the oil and gas industry continues
recovering. Nevertheless, Paxton said, shipyards are
busy, building container ships, tugboats, fire boats,
and ferries.
Interest is building among commercial fishers in
the Pacific Northwest for new vessels. One factory
trawler represents a $500 million investment.
“They’re complex vessels, and that market is going
to continue to grow,” says Paxton. “It’s a $6 billion
fishery industry [in the Pacific Northwest], so it’s
not like these guys don’t have money to spend.”
But many fleets are aging, raising questions over
how they will be replaced and updated.
“What are the big vessels we’re going to build? Big
container ships, big tankers, is that market going to
be there?” he asks. “Large vessel construction is going
to be a question mark, I think, for the next few years.”

VOLUME VOLATILITY
For many maritime facilities, revenue is chiefly a
function of rates, which have been volatile at best. The
summer of 2017 saw new records set in both import
and export volumes. Historically, volume has been the
key metric because of its role in determining contracts.
As Crowley points out, “The long-held assumption is
that volume heals all wounds.”
But other trends have tempered the enthusiasm
over volume, namely falling spot rates, which began
falling in the second half of 2017 for both inbound
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traffic from Asia to the East Coast and eastbound
Pacific traffic.

and created uncertainty over the government’s
commitment to enforce the Jones Act.

While that may come as good news for shippers,
it means lower revenue for stevedores and terminal
operators. On top of that, margins remain thin,
meaning even with higher volumes, many shippers
have not seen a comparable rise in profits.

“Even for a period of 10 days, just waiving the Jones
Act does have a chilling effect on the market,” he
says. “Those private companies are going to say, ‘Do
I want to build that next asset if the Jones Act can
be waived here and there?’”

Crowley says 80 percent utilization is the typical
benchmark for the more automated terminals
to reach profitability. Even with the increased
efficiency of technology, many cost centers such
as electricity, for example, remain fairly constant
regardless of utilization levels.
And while volume had been the traditional
determinate in contracts, volume’s role has been
supplanted by the rise of big-box retailers like
Walmart, Target and Lowe’s. Such retailers control
huge amounts of volume and, therefore, the bulk of
power with the contractual process.
In addition, terminal operators and carriers no
longer place the same emphasis they once did on
affiliating with specific carriers. Though there are
some notable exceptions, the result is a further
leveling of power in the contractual process.

LINGERING LEGISLATIVE QUESTIONS
Like any regulated industry, the actions of those in
Washington, D.C. can have significant repercussions
for marine-related companies. The industry will
continue watching several issues, including the
uncertainty regarding various international trade
agreements.
The Caribbean Free Trade Agreement is a particular
concern. Questions have begun swirling over a
possible loophole in the agreement that would
allow ship repair jobs to move to the Caribbean.
Paxton says losing that business would jeopardize
the future of repair companies along the Gulf Coast
and perhaps parts of the East Coast.

We’re kind of one of those fragile
manufacturing sectors in that if
we don’t maintain our industrial
base, it’ll go away.”
Matt Paxton, SCA

In addition, federal lawmakers’ reliance on
continuing resolutions (CRs) over the past several
years leaves the industry vulnerable as well. CRs are
spending measures that allow Congress to sidestep
passage of a federal budget by funding government
operations on a short-term basis.
Critics complain that CRs lead to instability in
government services and among private contractors
like marine companies that rely on government
spending.
Paxton points to another consequence of ongoing
CRs — the specter of across-the-board spending
caps if a CR is not passed in time.
“If we don’t pass our appropriations by the end of
September each year, that stops money going into
government ship repair,” he says.
“When that stops, we have to lay off folks, so we
constantly see this struggle with our government
ship repair yards. They’ll have 4,000 employees
and then have to go down to 2,000, and then try to
ramp back up. It’s no way to run a business.”

Paxton also raises caution over the Trump
administration’s decision in September to briefly
waive the Jones Act. The federal rule, which is crucial
to the U.S. maritime industry, mandates that goods
shipped within the United States are transported on
vessels built, owned and operated by Americans.

STAY INFORMED

The administration agreed to a 10-day waiver to
speed relief efforts for hurricane-ravaged Puerto
Rico. But Paxton says the move was unnecessary

For more information about AEU and the services
we provide for waterfront employers, visit us at
amequity.com.
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The U.S. maritime industry represents a unique
intersection of legal, political, economic and
international trade issues. Keeping our members
informed about these issues is just one way The
American Equity Underwriters benefits members.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Any recommendations, observations, or advisory materials provided by The American Equity Underwriters, Inc. (“AEU”) are
only intended to assist you in your loss control activities, and are based on conditions and practices actually observed and
considered by AEU. No responsibility is assumed by AEU for the discovery and elimination of hazards that could possibly
cause accidents, damages, or other loss. No representations or warranties are made by AEU as to the sufficiency or adequacy
of any information provided herein, and your compliance with any recommendations of AEU in no way guarantees the
fulfillment of your obligations as may be required by local, state, or federal laws. You are in the best position to determine your
loss control needs, and should carefully consider your particular needs in any risk management or loss control analysis.
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